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In the collector/collection are connected the articles, in which

the results of the theoretical and experimental studies of

electromagnetic and thermal processes in the powerful/thick

turbogenerators, asynchronous and inductor alternators, the linear

induction-machines and the transformers, the electrical machines with

the windings from the superconductive and pure metals are

represented.

The methods of calculation of electromagnetic fields, parameters

and heating of generators and induction machines of different types

are presented, are given the results of experimental investigations

O on the physical models, and also the full-scale tests of1
powerful/thick turbogenerators.

It is designed for the scientific and technical-engineering

workers, who carry out questions of electrical engineering, graduate

students and the students of the corresponding specialties.
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PROBLEMS OF INVESTIGATIONS AND INCREASE IN THE RELIABILITY OF

POWERFUL TURBOGENERATORS IN THE 70'S.

I. M. Postnikov.

(Institute of electrodynamics of AS UkSSR).

L. Ya. Stanislavskiy.

NIl of plant "Elektrotyazhmash"].

Volume and rate of the production of powerful/thick

turbogenerators in our country continues to grow/rise in accordance

with the marked state plan/layout. Into the forthcoming decade must

be introduced in the operation of new turbogenerators not less than

150 mln. kW. This task can be solved only with a continuous increase

in the power of turbogenerators in one (to 2000 MW and above), and

also the continuous improvement of their technology and increase in

the reliability in the operation.

Primary meaning in the forthcoming decade they will have

0
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turbogenerators of the contemporary, but considerably improved

construction/design. At the end of this period it is possible to

expect introductions to the field testing of cryoturbogenerators and

MMD generators.

Should be noted the basic problems, which require intense

scientific investigations and technological developments.

First of all, is necessary the creation of the whole or

composite/compound reliable in mechanical sense forgings of rotors

with a weight of 250 t and it is more and rotor binding bands. These

K forgings must be intended for manufacturing the turbogenerators for

the atomic stations with a power of 2000 MW and it is above.

3 required the creation of highly reliable insulation/isolation
to the stress/voltage 25 kV and it is above, the capable of resisting

increasing mechanical stresses .from the electrodynamic forces. These

forces can reach 10 t on the rod and act with a frequency of 100%t

per/s. It is necessary to develop the reliable system of fastening

the stator winding in the active and end connections.

The problem of cooling the coils of stator-rotor unit, active

steel and some structural/design parts remains unresolved, in spite

of considerable achievements in this region in recent years. Water

.. 1 1
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cooling is most effective and it is sufficient to reliable ones.

Jiowever, transition/transfer in the turbogenerators to one type of

cooling would be faulty. It is necessary to investigate other cooling

systems (improved hydrogen, freon, oil). Transition/transfer to the

cryogenic cooling requires considerable preliminary investigations

for the reliability and the efficiency/cost-effectiveness. The

ji creation of the improved cooling systems requires the development of

such calculation methods, which would include complex study of heat

withdrawal, temperature field and local heat sources both with that

being steady and during the transient modes/conditions. The

investigation of heating with the deviations of run from the nominal

~Ii~(cyclic ones load, asymmetry, etc.), is important task.

Serious problem remains the development of the fail-safe design

of the end zone of turbogenerators in connection with an increase in

their power (extreme bundles of stator, fittings/landings of binding

bands on'the barrel/budy of rotor, pressure plate, etc. of part).

Numerous propositions in this region have a number of shortcomings

and need calculated and experimental check. Extreme bundles undergo

considerable temperature and mechanical stresses and is decreased the

* reliability of turbogenerator.

Page 4.
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The methods of electromagnetic, thermal and mechanical

calculations of turbogenerators in many respects need refinement

during the development of the new constructions/designs of

turbogenerators.all of the increasing power. The calculations of

additional losses in coil and steel, incremental losses in tail

pieces, the calculation of the parameters taking into account

operating conditions, the optimization of geometric

relationships/ratios, an increase in the use of materials, mechanical

problems vibration need the.use/application of contemporary

mathematical methods and the testing on the physical models and

full-scale samples with the use of the created at the Kharkov plant

O 'Elektrotyazhmash" of test bench with the load turbogenerator of the

type TrH-I000 (1 mln. kW, 24 kV, 3000 r/min).

A question about the possibility of increasing the transfer

reactivity and reducing the o.k.z. [expansion unknown, possibly

"short-Wircuit ratio"] with further increase in the power of

turbogenerator in one due to the improvement and the new methods of

increasing the stability of multiple operation is special problem.

The problem of noncontact excitation requires the acceleration

of the investigations of the created pilot models of brushless

exciters for the turbogenerators with a power of 200 and 300 thousand

kW. It is simultaneously necessary to work on improvement of contact

a. .* * -r.,-a - -, *' .* ,t- .., . - .',. , .. , - . ., .. , .
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system.

Especially should be noted the need for the creation of the

large/coarse model turbogenerators, on which it would be possible to

conduct eiperimental research of the reliability of different

structural/design units of machine, systems of cooling, excitation,

and so forth. Expenditures for creation and study of such model

turbogenerators will be paid due to increase of the reliability of

the produced machines and shortening of the period of their

finishing. These machines include the already manufactured generator

of the type TrH-1000. Simultaneously should be developed the studies

of turbogenerators under operating conditions, stored and studied the

obtained information. It is necessary to place the problem of

developing of the new methods of control and observation of the

-orking units for the timely development/detection and the

preventions of emergencies, to refine the permissible

modes/conditions.

Increase of reliability - basic problem of power engineering of

the nearest future. This relates to all its elements/cells

(generators, turbine, transformers, network/grid and system). The

expansion of this problem requires investigations both in each branch

and comprehensive investigations, since many questions are

interlocked. It is necessary to create the appropriate organization
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of this work with the collaboration of the institutes of AS UkSSR,

branch institutes and leading plants.

;'.
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PROBLEMS OF THE CREATION OF TURBOGENERATORS WITH WINDINGS FROM

SUPERCONDUCTORS AND PURE METALS.

G. G. Schastlivyy, G. M. Fedorenko, V. P. Kuyevd, V. P. Kuchinskiy.

(Institute of electrodynamics of AS UkSSR).

An increase in the unit power of units and power stations as a

whole is the characteristic feature of the development of

turbogenerator construction. With a rapid increase in the power

systems this depends on the need of reducing/descending in the

capital expenditures and periods of building, decrease of

expenditures for operation and increase of efficiency of

installations.

In the industrially developed countries the unit power of

turbogenerators is doubled after every 7-10 years. The units with a

unit power of 800-1200 MW at present are already manufactured or are

made.

. :. Page 5.

At this rate of development it is possible to assume that in the near

'I
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future unit plant capacity to be increased to 2-5 mln. kW. Isogonal

magnification in the unit power must occur in essence due to further

intensification of electromagnetic loads, since an increase in the

dimensions is limited by maximum mechanical stresses and

possibilities of transportation. In this case an increase of

electromagnetic loads in conventionally configured turbogenerators

leads to a considerable increase in the losses.

New possibilities for the progress in large/coarse electric

machine building open/disclose study of superconductors and pure

metals during the cryogenic cooling. The use/application of these

materials makes it possible to increase current density in the

windings by 1-2 orders, and induction in the clearance - 5-10 times

without the essential losses of electric power.

The general/common/total technical and economic substantiation

of the use/application of superconductors and pure metals in the

electrical machines is stated sufficiently fully in the Soviet and

foreign literature [1, 4, 10, etc.], where the basic special

features/peculiarities and the tasks, connected with the creation of

similar machines, are noted also. These special

features/peculiarities and tasks are determined, mainly, by use of

ultralow temperatures (4-200 K) for cooling of coils and by a

considerable increase in the electromagnetic loads. The
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use/application of a deep cooling proves to be economically more

-advantageous in comparison with the common whenP, " ,+ AfX p, + T -

where P, - losses, which appear at a low temperature; N, -

expenditure of the power of cooling installation; PM - coil loss

with the normal cooling; T/T.-T - efficiency of Carnot cycle; q -

relative efficiency of real cooling installation.

Dependence p N f(T), found for different metals [10), makes

it possible to reveal/detect the strongly expressed minimum, which

fvr copper Cu,,,, and aluminum Al,,,,, is located in the temperature

range of liquefying hydrogen or neon. In this case to temperature

p- + 11 -O0,2 -0,25, which makes it possible to increase the power of

machine two times. In the examination of this dependence by heat flow

from without they disregard, since with respect to the coil losses at

a temperature of 200 K it does not play the significant role. In the

case of using the superconductors of coil loss, which are located in

the magnetostatic field, they are absent and the expenditures of the
"! power of cooling installation occur only for coating of heat flow

from without.

Since the winding from the superconductors must be located at a

temperature, close to 4.2* K, this heat flow considerably

grows/rises, and expenditures for branch/removal 1 W from the

o ., o
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temperature level 4s2" K become by an order more than expenditures

for branch/removal 1 W from the volume, which is located at 20° K.

All this substantially affects the economic effectiveness of the

use/application of superconductors in the windings of electrical

machines. Hovever, at present a question about the use/application of

superconductors in the fixed windings of direct current can be

considered solved. Organization IRD (Great Britain) manufactured disk

type unipolar superconductive engine with a nominal power of P-2400

kW; n-200 r/min; 1-5800 A; .U-430 V; f-6.45 Wb [11]. The

superconductive electric motor with 200 r/min can be created to the

(- nominal power to 40000 kW, while for the common electrical machines

of direct current a maximally attainable power at this rotational

speed is approximately/exemplarily 10000 kW. Engine with the

superconductive excitation winding weighs 30 t. The engine of the

same-power of normal design has dimensions three times more and weigh

300 t.

Page 6.

Hard superconductors type NbSn or NbTi in the

alternating magnetic fie.d the considerable losses, proportional

to frequency. Therefore the use/application of superconductors in the

turbogenerators is limited only to excitation winding.4,i!
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Creation of the optimum construction/design of turbogenerator

with the rotating superconductive excitation winding - extremely

complicated question, which requires deep theoretical developments

and careful experimental investigations. The creation of the rotating

cryostat, which ensures minimum heat flow into the low-temperature

part with the necessary mechanical strength and rigidity of system is

basic task in this case.

In work [3] the construction/design is proposed, which is one of

the possible prototypes of the construction/design of the rotor of

powerful/thick turbogenerators with the superconductive excitation

winding. On the base of this construction/design in Nil of plant

'Elektrotyazhmash" is developed and at present is made the model of

the turbogenerator with a design capacity of 200 kW.

The carrying part of the rotor (Fig. 1) of this model is

nonmagnetic hollow cylinder 6, connected at the ends with the

pins/journals of halyard 9 through thermo-insulating sections 3,

which are selected from uniform strength condition with the solid

shaft. The material, from which thermo-insulating sections are made,

the maximum possible relationship/ratio a/k provides, where a - limit

of mechanical strength, and X - coefficient of thermal conductivity.

Construction/design provides for also use for cooling these sections

of the refrigerant vaporized in the low-temperature region. All this

"; % ** .' . ~ *.-. . * * : ;. .; N v ."*~ 4 % ...* . "*':.. "..., .. -.
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provides minimum heat flow on the thermo-insulating sections. The

external surface of cylinder is encircled by vacuum jacket 5, which

serves as the effective thermal insulation, which is independent of

the action of centrifugal forces. Within the vacuum jacket heat

shield 4,-made from material with the high thermal conductivity and

which uses for the protection of low-temperature volume from the heat

flow, caused by radiation/emission, is located. Outer casing of 1

vacuum jacket is made from the material, with the high electrical

conductivity and serves simultaneously as the electromagnetic shield,

which shields the superconductive excitation winding by 7 from the

alternating magnetic fields, caused by the asymmetry of load and by

the highest harmonic armature reactions. The losses, which separate

in the shield, are abstracted/removed by the helium gas, which comes

out from the rotor through clearance 2. From the ends/faces

low-temperature volume, with the excitation winding arranged/located

Sin it, is shielded from the heat flow by vacuum plugs 10. The

superconductive excitation winding is attached on framework/body 8.

The published results of the investigations, conducted abroad

and connected with the use of superconductors in the rotating
excitation winding of turbogenerators, confirm the correctness of the

constructive solutions accepted. In works [6-8] it is imparted about

the conducting of investigations in the experimental machine with the

rotating hyperconductive (SP) excitation winding. It is double-pole
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generator of 3600 r/min, designed on 80 kVA, 450 A.

The basic goal of investigation was the proof of the possibility

of the construction of the rotating cryostat with the placed in it SP

excitatiof winding. Experiments with the short circuit were carried

out during the operational conditions, the mode/conditions no-load

-condition and with the low voltage. Investigations showed that the

rotating SP excitation winding can successfully work in the

synchronous generator.
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f"

Fig. 1.

Page 7.

The results of the tests of the generator, designed on 80 kVA,

served as basis for the creation of the design of cryoturbogenerator

with a power of 1000 1W [8, 9]. The average value of current density

in SP excitation winding is accepted by 124 A/mm3 with the maximum

induction 5.5 T.

Diagrammatic representation of rotor (Fig. 2) makes it possible

to speak about the essential similarity of this construction/design

with that proposed in [3]. In both cases the rotor is nonmagnetic

cylinder 3, connected with the center shafts 8 by thermo-insulating

sections 1. Low-temperature volume with the located in it SP

excitation winding 5 is cooled by liquid helium and is encompassed by

vacuum jacket 4. Both constructions/dcsigns have thermoelectric

shield 2, which rotates together with the rotor. However, there are
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some differences.

In the construction/design of rotor according to work [3]

electromagnetic and heat shields are located on the different

temperatufe levels: the first at a normal temperature, the second at

a temperature of 770 K. According to work [9] the functions of these

shields are united and joint shield is located at a temperature of

200 K. Vacuum jacket around rotor [9] is made with the vacuum seal on

shaft 6, since its upper jacket/case/housing 7 is fixed. Taking into

account the considerable diameter of driven shaft, which transmits

the power of 1000 MW, the speed of rotation - 3600 r/min and the

vacuum necessary for the effective thermal insulation (not less than

10-' mm Hg), accomplishing this sealing/packing/compaction is

problematic. In the construction/design according to [3] vacuum-tight

volume is rotated together with the rotor, in this case high vacuum

is provided by the welded joint of electromagnetic shield and

carrying cylinder and by the use/application of an adsorbent. The

design of tail pieces of the rotor also is somewhat excellent, since

in the construction/design accordingly [8] for cooling the

thermo-Insulating sections is not provided for complete use of the

helium gas coming-out from the cryostat and it is considered that the

basic thermal inflows will be absorbed by electrothermal shield.

From the given comparison it is possible to mark the general
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view of the rotating cryostat with the superconductive excitation

winding placed in it. At the same time the execution of its separate

units can be very diverse. In this case special attention should be

given the mechanical calculation of the versions of rotor in

question.

Besides the minimization of heat flow into the rotating cryostat

complex problem is the guarantee of thermal stability of the winding

during a deep cooling, which is determining, in the final analysis,

the overload capacity of electrical cryo-machine. Windings with the

superconductivity can be cooled by liquid or gaseous helium. Most

(9 effective is considered cooling as the liquid boiling gas, when heat
of vaporization is utilized. A difference in thle temperatures of

winding and cooling medium in this case is very low, if does not

occur excess of critical heat flux per unit of surface.

Table-gives critical heat fluxes with nucleate boiling and the

temperature differentials between cooled surf &ce and cryogenic liquid

in the large volume at a pressure 1 atm(tech) (10].
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f 2"$J 4 5

6 7 8

Fig. 2.

mm " 1 o.

0.8O' 0.6
9.0 3.0

19.0 12..0

OD Key: (i). Cryogenic liquid. (2). Critical heat flux, t/cm2 . (3).

Drop/jump in temperature, deg.

Page 8.

The specific heat of superconductors at low temperatures becomes

is very low. In connection with this the winding with the

overloadings cannot accumulate heat, but as far as possible it

loosens to its cooling medium. Although the heat-transfer coefficient

of the boiling refrigerants is sufficiently great, this causes the

low constant value of the heating time. Therefore with any load the

temperature of winding immediately is established/installed, so that

--- j %%* "VV V . . * .% *~..*.. % .... v .~ ; - . - % -.
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the losses, which separate in the winding, and the heat, which enters

from without, are located in the equilibrium with cold output of the

cooling medium. Of the aforesaid it above follows that the

thermostability of cooling the coils of cryo-machine is lower than

machine with the normal cooling, and it is provided under condition

dq d;, 0
--- >s-

If we cool the winding only by gas, then in the overloadings

winding immediately is hea-ted. Thus, as a result of the considerably

smaller heat capacity of gas winding with the gas cooling has smaller

overload capacity than during the cooling by the liquid boiling gas.

C2 Increases in the thermal stability and, consequently, also the

overload capacity of winding it is possible to attain due to an

increase of the volume of refrigerant in the winding space,

reaching/achievement of a maximally possible heat-transfer

coefficient and increase in effective output of cooling installation.

Studies of heat emissions in the cryogenic liquids are scarce,

carried out in essence on the body surface of the simplest form

(plane, cylinder) and require careful developments.

In connection with the insufficient dielectric properties of

helium important significance has a creation of electrical

insulation, which could successfully work in the conditions of

cryogenic cooling and large mechanical loads.
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The winding of the stator of cryoturbogenerators can be made

both with the common and with the cryogenic cooling. The presence of

the superconductive excitation winding makes it possible to obtain

working iiduction on the order of 4-5 T, which gives the possibility

to construct/design the stator of gearless with the armature winding

arranged/located in the clearance. The values of the efforts/forces,

which affect on the stator winding, it grows/rises

approximately/exemplarily proportional to the square of the linear

load of stator. In the turbogenerators with the direct cooling of

coils the amplitude value of the effort/force, which affects on the

groove part of the rod, reaches 10 N, while in the emergency modes -

700 N. On the end connections of the stator winding act smaller

efforts/forces than to the groove. Nevertheless in the powerful/thick

turbogenerators during the short circuits the tangential component of

effort/force, which affects on the end connections, attains 200 N

[51. The mentioned efforts/forces act inthe turbogenerators with the

linear load 1600-2200 A/cm. In the cryoturbogenerators with a power

of 1500-2000 MW linear load grows/rises 2-2.5 times, the

I, electrodynamic efforts/forces, which affect on the winding, will be
. , raised in this case 4-6 times in the normal modes of work. All this

makes a question of the stability of the windings of

cryoturbogenerators to the action of electrodynamic efforts/forces
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especially urgent.

The absence of magnetic circuits in the working zone of machine,

a considerable increase in the linear loads is connected with the

essential'effort/force of stray fields, which in turn leads to an

increase in the losses in the conducting structural elements/cells.

This causes the need for the careful investigation of the methods of

decreasing the stray fields and losses caused by them, and also

research of the optimum cooling systems of the structural

elements/cells of cryoturbogenerators.

" C. In view of an abrupt change in the electrical parameters of the

windings of cryoturbogenerators and flywheel moment of rotor are

necessary careful studies of the transient modes of an operation, and

also questions of the static and dynamic stability of machines.

Thus, it is possible to draw the conclusion that creation in the

near future of cryoturbogenerators - completely real task.

Page 9.

However, a question of the creation of the optimum

construction/design of turbogenerator with the superconductive

0 excitation winding extremely complicated and requires deep

Ud
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theoretical developments and careful experimental investigations.
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- PROBLEM OF A FULL-SCALE HIGH-POWER MODEL GENERATOR.

A. A. Babyak.

(Institutd of electrodynamics of AS TUkSSR).

Heavy electric machine construction has pronounced tendency

toward a constant increase in the unit powers of machines, especially

turbogenerators, with a simultaneous reduction/descent in the weight

per the unit of power.

The creation of the turbogenerators of large power in the

* building of thermal power stations makes it possible to get great

economy according to the specific expenditures for the installed

kilowatt, efficiency of installation, the expenditures for the

operation of installation. Is decreased the specific cost/value of

~e the installed by the station equipment, and also the specific

consumption of reactive metal, which is evident from the table, in

which the specific consumption of the metal of turbogenerator 100 MW

-~ is accepted as one.

The very important advantage of thermal power plants is a

9. comparatively rapid input/introduction into the system of large

4.A
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powers, approximately/exemplarily 2-3 years after the beginning of

building. At present installed capacity of turbogenerators in the

foremost industrial countries comprises to 80-85% of total installed

capacity of power stations.
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4.

MomNOcrb I .- YMAhUfi pa¢- O'ae.MMA yMRAm YA&Ab-
neam pa. Alma I WoAMA.' PaCX°C~uIA. *,USC

100 1 1 t
200 0.9 0.49 0.66
300 0,86 0.48 0,63
500 0,6 0.4 0.44
800 0,465 o,328 0.381

1200 0.398 0,312 0.315

Key: (1). Power of generator, MW. (2). Specific consumption of

copper, kg/mVA. (3). Specific consumption of steel, kg/mVA. (4).

Total specific gravity/weight.

Page 10.

The successes in the development of new methods and cooling

systems of the active elements/cells of machine make it possible to

virtually solve the problems of the maximum heating of the

elements/cells of machine in the normal mode for the powers of order

1000 MW and more. However, high specific utilization of materials in

the large/coarse turbogenerators leads to an unavoidable increase in

the ratio of the linear load AS to the induction in clearance B6,

* since the power of machine with the prescribed/assigned dimensions is

proportional to product ASB6, and the possibility of increase B8 is

very limited due to the conditions of saturating the ferromagnetic

elements/cells of machine. For example, upon transfer from the power

of 500 MW to 800 MW, in spite of an increase in the diameter of rotor

-4

4
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from 1125 to 1200 mm, it was necessary to increase AS with 1975 A/cm

$ to 2300 A/cm [4]. Increase AS leads to an increase of the current

densities in the windings of stator-rotor unit, additional losses in

the end part of the stator, an increase in the specific

efforts/forces in the frontal and groove parts of the stator winding.

An increase of the unit power of turbogenerator with the

increased li-near load is possible first of all due to an essential

improvement in the cooling systems and reduction/descent in some

components of losses. However, an increase of unit power causes the

increased requirements for the reliability of generator,* 'Which causes

O the need for comprehensive investigation. orientation to the methods

of analytical study without the widely set experiment is insufficient

and cannot ensure full-valued results during the solution of problems

for the adjustment of the versions of the new constructions/designs,

new solutions. Experimentation with the working machines of large

power proves to be not only difficult, but sometimes even virtually

impossible. The occurring emergencies with different powerful/thick

units are, on one hand, the direct consequence of the imperfection of

-~ the methods of analytical calculation of contemporary powerful/thick

machines, and on the other - by the consequence of insufficient

experimental study in view of the absence of experimental base, which

could give valuable results and recommendations for further designing

of the electrical machines of large power. The methods of calculation
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of electrical machines, as is known, rest on the results of the

studies of their electromagnetic fields. In the electrical machines

electromagnetic fields are so complicated which for their successful

study is required to draw all known methods of study.

The analytical method of study is one of the methods; however,

it is based on a whole series of the assumptions, which make it

-*possible to simplify task. The calculation procedures, based on these

assumptions, give the possibility to obtain satisfactory results with

the light electromagnetic loads and for the machines with the weakly

expressed nonlinearity of media. For the powerful/thick

* turbogenerators in many instances the necessary precision/accuracy is

reached due to the introduction of the correcting empirical

coefficients, suitable for the specific level of loads.

Sat isfactory results in the study of electromagnetic fields in

the electrical machines it is possible to ach~ieve during the

combination of analytical method with the physical simulation.

Actually physical simulation replaces experiment in nature, which is

especially valuable for the large/coarse machines. It gives the

possibility to investigate the phenomena, which occur in the places,

unattainable for the observation in machine-original. The method of

physical simulation makes it possible to investigate field in the

machine without the assumptions of analytical theory, taking into
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account nonlinearity, for anisotropy and by the presence of

complex-shape structural/design parts. In IED of AS UkSSR with the

aid of the physical model the whole complex of the studies of

electromagnetic-field in the end zone of powerful/thick

turbogenerhtors [2] is conducted. The fact that the model is to a

considerable extent similar to original, is a special

feature/peculiarity of this form of simulation and identical physical

quantities in the model and the original differ virtually only to the

value of dimensionless scale coefficient.

Page 11.0
Between the model and the original there are solid mathematical

relationships/ratios [l, 2], which make it possible to recount the

results, obtained on the model, for the original.

The laws of the simulation of electromagnetic processes

escape/ensue from the equations of Maxwell, which for quasistationary

fields take the identical form for the model and the original:

rot H -yE,()

rot E-F (2)

-_Analyzing equations (1) (2), we find the characteristic

criterion of similarity for quasistationary fields with the constant

magnetic permeability, which links magnetic permeability g, specific

4
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conductivity a, time t and linear dimensions I:

-- a - idem. (3)

During the simulation of quasistationary fields the scales of

the magnetic field strength T., linear dimensions me, specific

conductivity me and magnetic permeability me can be selected

arbitrarily. In the case of patternmaking geometrically as a whole of

the similar to a machine-original and with the use/application of the

same materials, in the model and in a machine-original unambiguously

are assigned the scales for magnetic permeability and specific

conductivity: m,1= l;m*=I.

0 From equation (3) it follows that during patternmaking with the

reduced linear dimensions in comparison with the original it is

necessary to increase the frequency of the source of the excitation

of field so that the relationship/ratio

ni ml. (4)

would be fulfilled.

This means that for the creation of the rotating physical model,

reduced in comparison with the original to i/m times, will be

required an increase in the speed of rotation of the rotor of model

in the relationship/ratio:

nh- -in (5)

where n, - speed of rotation of the rotor of model; il scale

~~ K;
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factor of linear dimensions; n. - speed of rotation of the rotor of a

machine-original.

Hence it follows that the creation of the rotating physical

model of the reduced sizes/dimensions during the simulation of the

, bipolar machines ofultimate capacity (turbogenerators) is limited by
permissible mechanical stresses. For the simulation of these machines

are suitable the static models, which do not contain the rotating

parts, in connection with which of limitation on mechanical stresses

they drop off. However, static model is inferior to that rotating in

that sense, that, in the first place, in it can be satisfied the

O conditions of the similarity of. electromagnetic field either in the

region of stator or in the region of rotor (3], in the second place,
on the static model it is difficult to conduct research, connected

with testing of cooling systems, especially rotor, and also the
4, investigation of the phenomena in the contact zone. If model is

4-> " manufactured from the same materials, that also the original and,

therefore, m.- I. scale for contact electrical conductivity is not
equal to one [3]:

m - " , ',(6)

where ma - scale factor of contact electrical conductivity.

In the model with the reduced sizes/dimensions contact

conductivity must be increased 1l/5 once. This it is possible to
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achieve either by an increase in the pressure between mating surfaces

or by a use/application of the thin conducting layers of these

surfaces with material with the high electrical conductivity, or by

an increase in the frequency of the treatment of mating surfaces.

Page 12.

Entire enumerated creates the series/row of difficulties with the

work on static scale model.

1 As is known, an increase in the unit power of turbogenerator

~ with the constant/invariable dimensions is possible due to an

essential improvement in the cooling systems and reduction/descent in

-: some losses, which can be realized during further improvement of the

construction/design of tail pieces and use/application of completely

new cooling systems, which will require comprehensive testing and

investigations. For solving these questions it is necessary to

fulfill the overall volume of experimental investigations and to-

accumulate experience, which cannot thus far be ensured by static

scale models. Taking into account the known fact that with the

increase of the electromagnetic loads of turbogenerators heating

structural/design parts and butting zones by vortex/eddy and

circulation currents becomes increasingly more dangerous, seizing all

new and frequently unexpected zones, it is expedient to create the
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special model generator with a power of 500-300 MW with the linear

*' load at the level of the turbogenerator with a power of 1200 MW,

which will ensure the solution of the following problems.

1. Testing the new technical solutions of constructing/designing

tail piece of the turbogenerator of the large power (order 1200-1600

mW), which ensure a reduction/descent in the losses and heating of

the stray fields of the elements of the construction/design of end

zones in different operating conditions.

2. Reliability test under the conditions, close to the

operational ones, the series/row of the basic units of tail pieces of

the turbogenerator, which work in the stray fields, including

pressure/clamping devices and extreme bundles of the core of the

stator of different forms of sealings/packings/compactions and joints

of different parts, oiled sealings/packings/compactions, current

supplies, water-supplies, binding bands, end wedges and attenuators

of rotor.

3. Further study of the characteristics of magnetic field in

tail piece of the turbogenerator in the presence of different means

of defense of basic units from the stray fields, the investigation of

circulation currents, intensity of heat withdrawal and motion of the

" . i cooling media in tail pieces, and also testing new cooling systems,

K. "&¢ .. ¢. [. .-. .5:- -,, > -> ..- [°.i.<
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including of speeds, temperatures, the pressures of the gaseous and

liquid cooling media for the purpose of the refinement of the methods

of calculation and substantiation of new solutions.

The institute of the electrodynamics of AS UkSSR developed the

design of the model turbogenerator with a power of 429 mw, which is

designed taking into account the familiar dimensions of the

barrel/budy of rotor (D,1120 mm) and corresponding binding bands

with the linear load AS, equal to turbogenerator 1200 mW.
U.

Model is turbogenerator with the transverse dimensions, which

approach turbogenerators of the type TrB-800 (TrH-1000), with the

reduced length for decreasing of power and consumption of materials

up to the smallest possible limits. The length of active region/core

is determined by the possibility of the execution of the
windng.he

transposition of the elementary conductors of the stator winding.

linear load of stator is the basic parameter of load, which are

determining the intensity of stray fields in tail piece. Model is

designed for the linear load 2700 A/cm with the continuous operation

and on momentary duty with AS-3100-3200 A/cm. This will make it

possible to simulate the magnetic field of turbogenerators to 1600mW

on the full-scale scale.

On the model the possibility of removal/distance and approaching

-_

Re*5, . . . .... . . -
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the panels (external end elements/cells of ducts) from the end

connections is provided for, and also is

structurally/constructionally provided for the possibility to

test/experience several types of the cooling systems of model
1

generator with insignificant re-equipping.

Projected/designed model of turbogenerator during the reconnection/recombina-

tion of the stator winding into one parallel branch permits using it as an operational

version in a typical unit with a power of 300 mW. The model should be tested on

the stand of plant in the mode/conditions'short circuit and

no-load condition, and also in the load mode/conditions with the load

on the turbogenerator TrH-l000.

Page 1.3.

In this case the model generator with a power of 429 MW works in the

mode/conditions of generator, as can be seen from the diagram of the

pumpback (see figure), where U. - nominal voltage of the generator;

E.r, 4 1 - emf of model and load generators; xw, x,, - Potier's

reactivity; i.i,i.. - the full current of the excitation of model and

load generators in the load mode/conditions; i - components

of field current; 9. - angle of the mutual arrangement of the

rotors of generators in the load mode/conditions; Pr, V., q - angles

of the loads (g - it designates model generator, d - load generator

TrH-1000).

P.
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Has the capability of the creation of model generator with a

power of 429 MW, which makes it possible to conduct comprehensive

investigation and experimental production testing of new ideas and

construct i~e solutions.

1 0

xpz-44

.1*,0,
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Page 52.

TEMPERATURE FIELD OF THE CORE OF THE STATOR OF A TURBOGENERATOR WITH

A POWER OF 200 MW.

G. P. Yezovit, I. A. Yevtushenko, V. A. Kravchenko.

(Institute of electrodynamics of AS UkSSR).

V. I. Tokarev, I. Ya. Cheremisov.

S- (NII of plant "Elektrotyazhmash").

'4q A. M. Shpot.

(RZU L'vovznergo).

During tests of one of the turbogenerators with a power of 200

MW with the hydrogen cooling, preliminarily equipped with the
V

necessary quantity of thermocouples, were carried out studies of the

temperature distributions in the core of stator. Data finding about

the temperature field of core is necessary for solving the number of

questions during the design of the turbogenerators of large power,
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including for the selection of the rational distribution of hydrogen

according to air ducts of core, the account of its thermal strains

during the development of the construction/design of the suspension

of core in the housing, the evaluation/estimate of the displacement

of core afid winding relative to each other in the nonstationary

systems, etc. Furthermore, the knowledge of the temperature

.0 distribution in the core makes it possible to improve the diagrams of

.4 plant thermo-control/thermo-checking. The theoretical solution of

these questions is difficult in connection with the absence of the

reliable data about the distribution of the values of heat-liberation

value over the cross section of core (especially during the

SO use/application of cold-rolled steel) and values of heat-transfer

coefficients in air ducts. Values of the coefficients of thermal

conductivity along and across the layers of blending very

approximated.

• .-% The possibility exact solution of the enumerated problems makes

it possible to considerably raise reliability and life of the

operation of powerful/thick turbogenerators. Therefore data of the

experiment, carried out directly under the load under operating

conditions, are of considerable interest.

The results, given further, are obtained with the work of

generator in the network/grid with the nominal load and the nominal

i':" "2 i .... °
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power factor. The generator TrB-200, on which the investigations were

conducted, has following basic data: P, - 235 MW, P.= 200MW, 1 = - 8,63

kA, UL? -15.74 kV, cos 0-0.85, the pressure of hydrogen in housing 4

atm(tech).

Cooling the coils of stator-rotor unit, core of stator,
-I

barrel/budy of rotor and structural/design assemblies and parts -

hydrogen. Ventilation system - axial-radial with the gas supply into

the core from the side of back, its output into the gap and further

transportation to the side of turbine. In the stator winding the gas

is supplied on the side of driver (high-pressure zone) and emerges on

the side of turbine. In the rotor winding the gas is supplied from

both ends/faces with the output in the middle part of the generator

into the gap and further motion to the side of turbine. All this

causes more severe temperature conditions for tail pieces on the side

of turbine in comparison with the side of slip rings. The part of the

cold gas through the multiplexing in the gap on the side of slip

rings falls into air gap, in consequence of which cooling the

barrel/budy of rotor and toothlike zone of extreme packets is

intensified.

The core of stator is prepared from cold-rolled transformer

steel with a thickness of 0.5 mm. Along the length the core is

*divided into 92 packets, each by the thickness of 50 mm, with the

c[ '
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radial ducts with a width of 5 mm.

For the best cooling arnd decreasing the losses from the magnetic

fields of scattering on two extreme packets from the ends/faces of

core they'have a thickness of 36 mm each, and along the axis of the

teeth of extreme packets gash-splines are carried out.

Before the tests, even in the process of manufacture of

generator at the plant, into its core were established/installed

about 500 thermocouples. Thermocouples were soldered directly to the

surface of steel of segments (ten thermocouples - along the axis of

0 tooth, and one - in the zone of the bottom of slot/groove). Segments

were installed into the middle of packet. During this installation of

thermocouples and segments the temperature field of packet is

distorted minimally and simultaneously it is measured the temperature

of packet in the plane of its maximum heating. In several segments

for obtaining the more detailed data about heating of region the

bottom of slot/groove -:the foundation of tooth were

established/installed supplementary thermocouples. It is necessary to

note that the thermocouples in all packets are established/installed

in one axial plane of tooth, surrounded by slots/grooves with the

4/ rods of one and the same phase. The investigations, carried out

earlier, determined, that heating such teeth to 5-7% is more than the

4. teeth, surrounded by slots/grooves with the rods of different phases.
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Fig. 1 gives the graphs/curves of the distribution of

temperature excess of toothlike zone and framework of packets along

the length of core (numeral on diagram - number of packets). Is here

shown the diagram of installation of thermocouples in the core and
the separate segment, from which it is evident that is measured the

temperature of each of five-six extreme packets and three packets,

which are located opposite the zone of the yield of "hot" gas from

the rotor winding. The curves of Fig. 1 attest to the fact that the

temperature distribution along the length of core is sufficiently

I.> / uniform. In the toothlike zone (thermocouples TIll, TI2, Tfl3) certain

Q. increase in the temperature on the side of turbine in comparison with

the side of slip rings is observed. In the middle part of the core

(packets 39-48) on heating of teeth (especially crown) has an effect

the "hot" gas, which emerges from the rotor (temperature it is raised

on 3-5 deg). However, with the work of generator in the

modes/conditions with decrease in the

consumption/production/generation of reactive power or its-

consumption even decrease in the temperature in the toothlike zone is

possible, since the temperature of "hot", gas, which emerges from the

rotor, will be considerably lower than in experiment in question.

.... AA
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Fig. 1.

Key: (1). deg. (2). Zone of framework. (3). Side of turbine. (4).

Side of slip rings. (5). Toothlike zone.

Page 54.

For heating of the teeth of extreme packets on the side of slip

rings, obviously, considerable effect exerts the "cold" gas, which

falls into the gap through multiplexing of air gap. From Fig. 1 it is

evident that into air ducts of extreme packets on the side of slip

4/pon

- ' . . . . , . < . "'[ I"".. '..'
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rings (and especially into the gap/interval between the first extreme

packet and the pressure plate/slab) the increased quantity of gas in

comparison with other zones along the length of core is supplied.

Thus, on the side of turbine in the section, which encompasses 5-6

extreme pdckets, heating packets is somewhat increased in comparison

with the remaining part of the core. It is possible to consider that

the gas flow through air ducts of these packets is somewhat lowered.

It should'be noted that in the toothlike zone the difference of

readings/indications in depth of tooth in each radial section is

N. considerably less than in the region of back.

Fig. 2 gives the graphs/curves of the distribution of

temperature excess in two extreme packets on the sides of turbine

(packets 1 and 2) and slip rings (packets 91 and 92), also, for the

comparison - in average/mean packet 46. In the diagram of the

location of sensors, shown here it is apparent that in packets 1 and

92 segments are established/installed on the boundaries of the steps,
0.

into which extreme packets are divided. Gash-splines in the teeth of

these packets are carried out only in three steps (segments along the

L axes I, II and III), and in the fourth they are absent (axis IV). The

location of thermocouples in the segment is analogous with the

location, shown in Fig. 1. Segments along the axis are

LZIC31established/installed in the third from the end/face layer of steel.

J%'
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Are shaded the zones, in which readings/indications of all different

thermocouples, established/installed in packets 1 and 92 without the

separation into the steps, are placed.

The eixamination of the graphs/curves Fig. 2 testifies about the

fact that on the side of slip rings temperature excess comprises not

more than 25 deg. On the side of turbine (packets 1 and 2), where the

conditions of cooling the packets heavier, heating are considerably

above, and the temperature distribution carries sharply nonuniform

character. lile greatest temperature differential from the back to

* tooth tip is 55 deg. Noticeably sharp increase in heating the zone of

the bottom of slot/groove, foundation of tooth and its crown. In this

case it is characteristic that if the greatest heating in the zone of

the bottom of slot/groove is measured directly near the surface of

the end/face of core (axis I), then in the zone of foundation and

tooth tip the maximum temperature is measured at the depth of 8-10 mm

from the end/face of core (axis II). This is explained-by the

- screening effect of the nonmagnetic conducting pressure/clamping

finger/pin. magnetic flux flows about the it and enters into tooth

3 from the side of slot/groove at certain distance from the end/face.

A.A
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Key: (1). Side of turbine. (2). Side of slip rings. (3). deg.

:., Page 55.

! Near the crown in connection with the gradation of the extreme packet

of onitonfor the input of magnetic flux it is direct from the

end/face more favorable. In the middle part of the extreme packet

:-'-.(axis III) heating toothlike zone is considerably below, moreover

'" ;' 'maximum is measured near the zone of crown. In the same zone along

~the axis IV is measured certain increase in' the temperature, which is

: explained by the fact that in the fourth step there is no spline-gash

::>'; .. in the tooth. It is interesting to compare the temperature

44eh
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distribution in packets 2 and 46. In proportion to the motion of the

cooling gas (from the back to the teeth and further to the gap) the

temperature is raised, but in the toothlike zone in packet 2 this

increase is continued virtually to the level of crown, and in packet

46 change'of the temperature is small. Near the gap, where gas

intensely circulates, in these packets even decrease in the

temperature to 15-20* in comparison with its maximum value is

observed.

On the side of slip rings the character of the temperature

distribution is analogous; however, the value of temperature excess

At in the toothlike zone of packets 91, 92 is 2.5-2.8 times less than

respectively in packets 1 and 2. It is interesting that in the zone

of the framework of extreme packets on the side of slip rings the

value At already is 1.5-2.0 times more. This, obviously, it is

determined by certain preheating of gas during its transportation

from the side of the turbine (are there arranged/located gas

condensers) to the side of slip rings along the skin/sheathing and

the cylinder, which encompasses core.

Fig. 3 gives data, in more detail characterizing distributions

temperatures in the segment of the first extreme packets (segment

with the gash), on the sides of turbine and slip rings. The

distribution curves of the temperature were constructed for the

-, I.. . . .
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radial sections A, s, B, r, )I and tangential I, II, III, IV, V, VI,

moreover designation for the side of slip rings - with the primes.

Fig. 3a depicts the temperature distribution along the axes of

slots/grooves A and 9, in Fig. 3b - over the radial sections B, B, r,S.

in Fig. 3c - in the circle/circumference of core over the tangential

sections. The diagram of the layout of thermocouples is here given.

The graphs/curves Fig. 3 confirm conclusion, done in the examination

of Fig. 2, and they show that the greatest heating of core near the

end/face is characteristic for the zone the bottom of slot/groove the

foundation of tooth.

C.,

.J

-v.

4W

.21
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Page 56.

Temperature sharply descends in proportion to removal/distance in the

direction of back, for the pressure collar, which plays the role of

screen.

On the basis of that presented it is possible to do following

conclusions. The temperature distribution in the core, with exception

a'%

"a.
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of extreme packets, is relatively uniform with certain increase in

the temperature on the side of turbine. On the side sli~p rings

- certain decrease in the temperature is determined by the more intense

cooling of toothlike zone by the "cold" gas, passing through

multiplexing of gap.

For decreasing heating extreme packets on the side of turbine it

* .- is expedient to produce the redistribution of the gas flow through

the separate sections with a considerable increase in the consumption

through the first extreme section on the side of turbine, which is

possible during the adjustment of diaphragms in the vent openings of

the lower covering of core; in the newly produced generators a

gash-spline along the axis of teeth to prolong to the side of back on

15-20 mm for the collar, that will lead to certain decrease in the

losses in the zone of the foundation of teeth and bottom of

slots/grooves, in the newly produced generators the width of two

outer air ducts on the side of turbine to increase to 9-10 mm, as a

result of which will increase the intensity of cooling two extreme

packets.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE END ZONE OF A

TURBOGENERATOR WITH POWER OF 200 MW WITH CHANGE OF cos p.

-G. P. Yezovit, I. A. Yevtushenko, L. A. Yeremina, A. S. Kartsub, V.

A. Kravchenko.

(Institute of electrodynamics of AS UkSSR).

I. Ya. Cheremisov.

(NII of plant "Elektrotyazhmash").

During the complex tests of turbogenerator by a power of 200 MW

were carried out the studies of the magnetic field of scattering in

the end zone, including in the extreme packets of core. Test program

provided for conducting several load modes/conditions with the

constant active power.and different power factors, including with the

consumption of reactive power from the network/grid.

Basic data of generator and the diagram of ventilation are

analogous described in work [1], but the tested generator, which has

the water cooling of the coils of stator, has somewhat different

construction/design of extreme packets. The first extreme packets

¢ ., .,',.:,,&. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..... .... ... ............... .... ... ,..... ,. .. ... . . ., .- ,,
-- -,,-,- o ,% % '~~ .~a - *.. .. . .. .. . .. ,..,....... -. '...-.,..... -...... ..- ,. - . . .....-. _- _"," -.
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have a thickness on 31.5 mm, radial ducts have a width of 10 mm, but

the teeth of extreme packets have not one gash-spline, but two (i.e.

* tooth it is divided into three parts and each it has its pressure

V. finger/pin made of nonmagnietic steel). Tooth here is wider, since in

- this generator of 30 slots/grooves, but not 60 as in that described

in work [i1l. Slot/groove in the core of the stator of generator the

less deep, i.e., inner diameter of pressure/clamping collar has

* smaller size/dimension.

During the production at factory the core of stator was equipped

with sensors for induction measurement in accordance with specially

developed.methodology £2). The extreme packets of core were

especially thoroughly equipped.

Let us give some results of the study of the axial component of

magnetic induction in the zone of extreme packets on the side of

turbine. Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the layout of the sensors of

induction ih two extreme packets: in the first extreme packet the

segments with the sensors are established/installed through 8 mm in

accordance with the gradation of packet, moreover the first segment

is located near the end/face of core; in the second packet the

.4.. segments are established/installed in two sections, on the boundaries

V,~ and 2/, the thickness of packet.

I?.
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The first three steps of extreme packet have gash-splines.

The §raph/curve Fig. 1 shows the distribution of axial component

of induction B, in the radial direction in the nominal rating (cos

Qp=0.85), also, with cos 0p=1.0. In the shaded zones

readings/indications of all sensors are placed. curves make it

-possible to determine, that maximum values B, are characteristic for

the- toothlike zone of extreme packet. In this case distribution B,

according to the thickness such, which is directly under

pressure/clamping fingers/pins B, is less by 15-20* than on the

boundary of the first and second steps (at the depth of 8 mm).

.y. Further into the depth of core value B, descends sufficiently

sharply and already in third-fourth packet virtually it is absent.

In the toothlike zone at the level of the foundation of tooth

* value Ba. almost is three times less than in the zone of crown; in

the region of the back, shielded by the pressure/clamping collar,

which works as screen, values B, are lower by an order and more.

With change cos 0 from 0.85 (inductive load); to 1.0 fundamental

change B, it is measured in the zone of maximum values, i.e., near

tooth tip.
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Fig. 2 gives the data of change B, in different zones of

extreme packet from cos p: curve 1 corresponds to tooth tip of

extreme packet near the end/face of core, curves 2 and 3 - to middle

this of tooth Ja of packet in end/face, curyes 4 and 5 - to zone two

-, slots/grooVes. Curve 1 corresponds to the scale of values B, to the

left, rest - to the right. From Fig. 2 it is evident that greatest

relative change B, occurs in the zone of the bottom of slot/groove

(curves 4 and 5).

Here induction grows/rises in the

range of change cos 9 from 0.85 (ind.) to 0.95 (cap.) by 25%. In the

middle part of tooth B, it grows/rises by 15-20%, while in the zone

of crown - to 10%.

A change in temperature excess in two extreme packets in this

range of change cos o is virtually equal. In this case in the region

of back, values B, barely change.

Thus, with change cos 0 in the modes/conditions to the

.'. consumption/production/generation of reactive power from consumption

considerably varies the axial component of induction in the extreme

packets. Maximum value B, is characteristic for the zone near tooth

tip, near the foundation of teeth B, it already composes 0.3 this

value, and in the region of back it is insignificant due to the

pressure/clamping collar screening effects.

ce-

.4, %'
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METHOD OF MEASUREMENT OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE SURFACE OF THE

STRUCTURAL PARTS OF THE END ZONE OF POWERFUL TURBOGENERATORS.

V. I. Smorodin

(Institute of electrodynamics of AS UkSSR).

~ Complicated character and the sufficiently high intensity of

magnetic field in the end zone of powerful/thick turbogenerators

causes the need for the experimental investigations 6f its

distribution on the surfaces of basic structural/design parts. in

this case the necessity of the measurement of field on the surface of

the elements of construction/design appears. The accuracy of

measurement must be sufficient high, in-particular for the tangential

component of magnetic field strength H,~ on the surface of conductive

body, which is the basic value, which characterizes the course of

electromagnetic processes in the conductive bodies (determination of

specific surface losses, complex skin drag, etc.). The fact that it

S?1  substantially changes with the removal/distance from the surface of

IeI4
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part, is the special feature/peculiarity of distribution Hi.

Consequently, the accuracy of measurement H, is determined by

distance from the axis of sensor to the surface being investigated.

-~ For achievement of larger accuracy it is possible to measure the

field at seaveral points at the different removal/distance from the

surface of part, and then by extrapolation to determine the value of

field on the surface.

For the measurement of the tangential component of magnetic

N field strength H, were utilized the flat/plane inductive-type

pickups, which were established/installed in pairs directly on the

(9 surface of part in such a way that the axes of sensors would be
directed mutually orthogonally at each measured point.
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Sensor is the coil, wound by the lead/duct of brand PETV with a

diameter of 0.1 mm into four layers to the framework/body from the

textolite plate with a thickness of A=0.5 mm, with a length of a=10

mm and with a width of b-10 mm (Fig. 1A). The overall thickness of

sensor does not exceed 1.5 mm, which makes it possible to measure the

-,1 tangential component of magnetic field strength H, virtually on the

surface of part.

For the measurement of the normal to the surface component of

magnetic field strength H. the circular induction coils, wound by the

lead/duct of brand fl3B-2 with a diameter of 0.07 mm in the form of

flat/plane spiral, were applied, so that the thickness of sensors is

8%
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A" determined .by the thickness of lead/duct and does not exceed 0.1 mm.

during surface mounting of part the axis of sensor coincides with

normal to the surface. Inner diameter of circular coils d,=2 mm,

outside diameter a,-10 mm (Fig. ib). For convenience in the

installation on the even/plane and available surfaces of parts the

sensors were installed in the textolite laths, which then were

fastened to the surface of part with bolts from insulation. In the

places, unattainable for the installation of laths, the sensors were

established/installed independently.

The sensors described above had a series/row of technological

errors during the production, which caused the need for their

calibration in the uniform magnetic field employing the following

procedure. Sensors were placed into the magnetic field of solenoid,

and the effective values of emf, aimed in them, were measured by a

selective vacuumtube voltmeter of the type B-6-4 and were

duplicated/backed up/reinforced by a vacuumtube voltmeter of the type

'0-506. As is known, the effective value of emf, aimed in the coil, is

determined by the expression

E - 4,44f'zBs lei,(1

where f - frequency, Hz; n - number of turns of coil; B, --maximum

value of the induction of magnetic field, T; s - sectional area of

the mean turn of coil, m'.

.

*. , . .. ' '',.,',- '' . , ' - ' ' ' . : ' , ' . . , . , . ° " " " 1'/ if, " .- - " ' ""
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Coefficient of 4.44 in formula (1) is valid for the sinusoidal

form cucved emf. For the sensors, mounted on the surface of the

massive parts of the end zone of turbogenerator far from air gap,

curved emf according to the data of harmonic analysis are virtually

sinusoidal. Taking into account that B. .* H,., we determine the

maximum value of magnetic field strength:

H.,X = CE [alml, (2)

where C - constant of sensor,

C = f [aiM. 1. (3)

After calibrating the constants of sensors for the measurement

by normal and the tangential component of magnetic field had a spread

with respect (to 2.1-2.4).105 A/m-V and (6.2-6.6).103 A/m-V. In the

measurement of magnetic field on the surface of the parts of

turbogenerators the constants of sensors were not neutralized, but

they were taken individually for each sensor. Sensors of such type

were established/installed on the surfaces of the structural/design

parts of the end zone of a turbogenerator of the type TrB-300. Its

basic data are the following: P.= 300 MW, Uc'= 20kV, 1, -I0,2 kA, cos

o-0.85. Nonmagnetic pressure flange (Fig. 2) is made from the

circular (1) and cylindrical (2) parts, connected by stiffening ribs

(3).

Generator was tested at the Tripol'skaya GRES [State Regional

Electric Power Plant] in experiment symmetrical three-phase short
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circuit when 1,1. The results of the investigations, carried out

~'C. earlier (1], testify that the intensity of magnetic field on the

surfaces of structural/design parts is determined in essence by the

value of armature current. Fig. 2 gives the distribution curves of

the compozients of magnetic field on the surface of the

pressure/clamping flange of generator from the side of turbine

according to three mutually orthogonal axes: to n, x and to y.

Page 79.

Axis n coincides with external normal to the surface of the part

being investigated, and x and y axes lie/rest at the plane, the

tangent to the surface of part at the point in question (y axis is

normal the plane of drawing and is directed toward us, while x axis

it is arranged/located so that axes n, x and y form the right-handed

coordinate system) . In this case it is accepted that H., H., and H, -

effective values of tangential and normal components of magnetic

.. field strength on the surface of part. By measured values H,. and Hl,

N at each point of surface was determined resulting tangential

- component of magnetic field strength:

H4; =1 VH + H2 [a/.wI. (4)

The same figure shows the distribution of resulting tangential

component of magnetic field strength on the surface of

pressure/clamping flange. Obtained data testify about the
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concentration of magnetic field in two zones of the pressure/clamping

flange: in the circular part of the flange about the output/yield of

the stator winding from the slots/grooves and in the cylindrical part

near the end connections of the winding. This confirm the

distribution curves of temperature excesses of flange At above the

ambient temperature (see Fig. 2). Certain increase of the field in

-:. upper half of the circular part of the flange is explained by the

effect of ferromagnetic parts (tie prisms, nut).

On the surfaces of pressure/clamping flange, turned to the end

. connections of the stator winding, the average/mean effective values

of resulting tangential component of magnetic field strength

were counted For the circular and cylindrical parts of the flange

these values are equal to with respect 94.102 to A/m and 200.10: A/m,

and according to the data of work Ell - 116.102 A/m and 235-102 A/r.

Thus, difference composes approximately/exemplarily 15-20W, which

during the.calculation of losses composes error 30-40%. This

disagreement is explained by the fact that applied earlier for the

study of magnetic field sensors [1] were large circular volumetric

coils, whose axes were located from the surface being investigated on

12-18 mm. Consequently, these sensors can be applied for the study of

magnetic field in air around the end connections of the windings and

one ought not to apply for measuring the field on the surface of

parts.

94. 4.
* * . . &'4.,-~% ~ *
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Thus, is developed the new construction/design of inductive-type

pickups for measuring the magnetic field in immediate proximity of
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the surface of the parts being investigated, which made it possible

to investigate the distribution of magnetic field on the surface of

the pressure/clamping flange of the turbogenerator with a power of

300 thousand kW of. the type TrB-300.

Obtained experimental data can be used for refining of those

existing and development of the new analytical methods of calculation

of magnetic field and losses in the structural/design parts of

turbogenerators, and also during the design of new powerful/thick

turbogenerators.
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PROBLEMS OF CALCULATION AND DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE

EQUIVALENT THERMAL CIRCUITS OF WATER-FILLED ELECTRIC MOTORS.

G. M. Fedorenko

(Institute of electrodynamics of AS UkSSR).

In different regions of national economy electric-pump units

* uith the immersible electric motors as the drive increasingly more

widely are applied. In connection with this high value has a

reliability and a life of the units indicated. operational experience

shows thaz the majority of the emergencies of immersion electric

pumps occurs as a result of the breakdown of insulation/isolation of

the winding of the electric motor, caused by unsatisfactory thermal

* conditions. This position to a considerable degree is explained by

insufficient attention to the thermal processes, which occur in the

immersible elcrcmotors. the methods of calculation and aayi

of thermal processes, developed for induction motors of the

general-purpose use/application, can give only approximate results

with their use/application to immersion electric motors, the

immersible liquid-filled electric motors on the design concept, the

intensity and the location of internal heat sources, in cooling

* conditions differ significantly from the electric motors of

%%.
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general-purpose use.

The results of the experimental studies of temperature fields

[5] and their analysis show that for the thermal designs of the

immersibld water-filled electric motors is applicable the principle

of superposition, in this case the thermophysical characteristics of

bodies, the volumetric heat capacity and the coefficient of thermal

conductivity, the intensity of the volumetrically distributed sources

of heat, condition of heat exchange on the boundaries of bodies can

be accepted by constants for the temperature range in question. If

necessary the refinement of the thermal design is achieved by the

method of consecutive corrections.

The equations of heat balance for n of the mutually-heated

bodies, taking into account the two-stage theory of heating closed

induction motors [3], let us write in the matrix form:

I Ad 01I

where fAl - symmetrical matrix/die of the n order of heat

conductivity; l10 and IP - columnar matrices/dies of the

temperatures and losses in the separate elements/cells of the n

order.

Page 81.
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-A Hence we find

10, 7= r, 'll -IP, .(2)

where - matrix/die, reverse/inverse with respect to matrix/die
S.~f

Expression (2) is actually the solution of system of equations

(1). Virtually it is reduced to the determination of the reciprocal

matrix of heat conductivity. Coefficients r;1 of the system of

relationships/ratios (2) can be calculated according to the known

S. formula of Cramer
Mil: ,rr,==F (3)

where A - determinant of matrix/die I,; M, - the cofactor of

equivalent component A,,. the definition, which is obtained by

deleting in A the row and the column that intersect on element/cell

A1; furnished with factor (-/ '

Should be focused attention on the fact that element/cell ri,,

which is located on the. intersection of row j and column i in

reciprocal matrix corresponds in the conductance matrix to

subdeterminant M,,, which relates to element/cell Ai, which is located

on the intersection of row i and column j. During the calculation and

the analysis it is convenient to represent solution (2) with the help

of the integral thermal parameters in the following form:
'II

.'

'- .
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,,, P -- (4)

where Aj - integral heat conductivity of body i to the housing; A.

- the heat conductivity of housing to the environment; ki - influence

v coefficient of the losses of body j heating body i.

On the one hand, the knowledge of the integral thermal

parameters of the type k, simplifies complicated equivalent thermal

circuit, while on the other, with known A, it makes it possible by

the method of simple recalculations to obtain overheating the

elements/cells of machine interesting us in different operating

N © modes.

In the general case the integral thermal parameters can be

determined from (1):

kii , [- 141+1) M (5)

A-. - l 'S i~l 6

where A.= Ain - integral heat conductivity of node/unit i of

equivalent diagram.

On the basis of the generalization of data of theoretical

analysis and results of the experimental study of the temperature

fields of electric motors of the type PEDV the refined equivalent

V.
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thermal circuit (ETS) of the determination of heating the basic

elements/cells of the immersible water-filled electric motor without

the forced internal circulation of the cooling fluid (Fig. 1) is

proposed. This diagram makes it possible to also fully compare the

correctnes~s of the calculations of heat conductivity and distribution

of losses with the calculated and experimentally obtained gradients

of temperature. So as for the machines of general-purpose

use/application [3], is here used the principle of symnmetrization

relative to the axial axis of machine, which makes it possible

virtually two times to decrease a number of bodies of equivalent

thermal circuit without a reduction in the accuracy of calculation.

(9 In the represented winding diagram of stator is divided on two tele-p
groove part (8) and end connections (9). Heating rubbing surfaces of

bearings with a sufficient accuracy is determined by the temperature

of their surrounding water (node/unit 10).

Page 82.

Water in the zones of the near-frontal spaces of winding has

virtually identical temperature, i.e., it is experimentally

established/installed, that in this region the essential gradients of

temperature are absent. This bears out the fact that in spite of the

absence of the organized internal circulation of liquid, the rotation

of rotor ensures its sufficiently intense mixing within the engine.
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-This makes it possible to isolate water within the engine into one

body and to consider that the heat transfer in it is realized by

convection. In work [2] is determined the critical speed of flow,

upon the reaching/achievement by which it is expedient to consider

the thermil conductivity of liquid. It is shown that the critical

speed is relatively small.

The package of stator is three sources: yoke p, teeth Pz,'Pd-The

distribution of specific losses in steel of the package of stator was

* ~.obtained by thermometric method. Fig. 2 gives the results of the

experimental investigation of losses in package of stator of an

engine of the type fT3AB-65-270 with the nominal stress/voltage. In

the yoke the losses are distributed virtually evenly, what cannot be

said about teeth. The ratio of maximum specific losses in the teeth

to the averages can be accepted by the equal to 2-3. Nodes/units 1,

of 2 and 3 equivalent thermal circuits (see Fig. 1) give the

possibility to fix the radial gradients of the temperature of

package.

The experimental studies of temperature fields make it possible

to draw the conclusion that in axial direction of rotor are not

observed the dangerous gradients of the temperature and in the

practical calculations it is possible to be bounded to the

representation of the rotor winding by one body 6. ThE housing of
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stator is three bodies: 12 - housing in the zone of the package of

-.'.,stator, 13 - housing in the zone of end connections 
of the stator

winding, 14 - housig in the zone of axial thrust 
bearing.

:.
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Mechanical losses have exceptionally important value for

determining of efficiency and calculation of heating. With an

increase in the single power liquid-filled electric motors the
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relative value of mechanical losses in their total sum increases.

This is evident from table 1. losses in the clearance between the

rotor and the stator compose basic part of the mechanical losses. As

is shown calculated analysis, losses in the clearance of a

* liquid-filled electric motor it is most expedient to determine by the

S method, described in work (1]. Losses in the clearance of the

liquid-filled electric motor on the design diagram are represented as

surface by two sources 4 and 5 (5].

* Losses to friction of faces of rotor against the liquid as a

result of the large ratio of the length of rotor to its diameter (see

(9 Table 1) compose negligible value. However, losses to bearing

- friction comprise in those water-filled to valence diagram they are

0 seemed node/unit 10.

Reliable determination of heat conductivity - necessary

condition for the successful use/application of the proposed

calculation method. The heat conductivity, represented in Fig. 1, it

is possible to divide into three basic groups: 1) the heat

conductivity of walls or rods of the simplest geometry with the

internal heat releases or without. them; 2) heat conductivity from the

cooled surfaces to the cooling medium in accordance with the boundary

4.4 third-order condition and the equation of heat emission; 3) the heat

conductivity of filled windings A,-, A,. III.
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The first group of heat conductivity is determined by the

formula

si -(7)

where 7w, specific heat conductivity of wall by thickness 6 and with

area S; go - calculated coefficient, which considers the character of

temperature field. With a linear change in temperature .=1, with

parabolic =3.

According to this formula it is possible to determine the heat

conductivity of teeth and yoke A,,A,,Aj, the clearance between the

; 0 package of stator and housing A,,, slot liner A.,, A.,, An, of housing

along axis A.., A .., A1,, A-2 the axial conductivity of winding A.. The

calculation of these heat conductivity [3] in no way differs from the

calculation of the corresponding conductivities of closed induction

motors of the general-purpose use/application.

The determination of the heat conductivity of second group [2)

presents essential difficulties in the thermal design of the

water-filled electric motors. Heat conductivity from the housing to

cooling medium an be approximately determined with the use

of the known criterial dependence for the annular channel.

N 

•%

.'.
.
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Table 1.
MO OC1b N.NW "olopa Mexatm ne nMexaHxqecKu

9AWCrPO4umrV.- X ero AmameT. noTep. r n na TO OT o6.
Tea. Oam pY. oti. eA. UneA c'mmw. %

4,5 3.83 0,84 16.2
16 5.48 0,510 18.3r, 65 4.43 3,790 3.3
90 5.48 5,420 40,7

500 9,28 35.0 49,2

Note. The synchronous speed of 3000 r/min.

Key: (1). Power of electric motor, kW. (2). Ratio of the length of

rotor to its diameter, rel. un. (3). Mechanical losses, kW. (4).

Mechanical losses from the total sum, %.
4.

A '

* Fig. 3.

Page 84.

The determination of heat-transfer coefficients in the zone of end

connections of the windings and housing A\,, A,.,,, A,, presents the

greatest difficulty since data according to the heat-transfer

coefficients in the zone of windings and panels of the liquid-filled

electric motors in the Soviet and foreign literature are absent. In

I

'P. . ,r ,,..' : ', ,..: .'. .:._ .....- . .. ,.... . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . -. , . . -. .. ,. .. .. . . .. .
.... ,, .Lre ,.,, ,i.j,..' ,F = , a a.L . :,:,. } . : . ; , t . . .. , . . . =. . .. ,, , . . . ; ... / .
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connection with this the experimental investigation of heat-transfer

coefficients with the help of special sensors (4] was carried out. As

the subject of investigation is used the engine of the type

* fl3flB-65-270, in tail piece of which the sensors of heat emission 1-5,

. velocity t'ransducers 6-8 and sensors for measuring the temperature

(Fig. 3) were established/installed. Engine was filled with water

(9=30-5 00C) or transformer oil (8=40-600C). The control of the speed

of rotation of engine was realized from the auxiliary machine of

direct current.

The results of investigations are generalized in the form of

dependences.

With the filling of engine with transformer oil heat-transfer

coefficient for the end connections of the windings of the stator

a," =a 77(1 + 0.417v 54 ), 0< < 15; (8)

for the housing of stator in the zone of end connections of the

winding

=77(1 + 0,432vO." 4 ), 0 < a < 15; (9)

for the pedestal body

.=, 10 (1 + 0.358a), 0v<5, (10)
~~~~ ~ 1 -0",.-. ..,= l ( + 0,050.-409, 5 < a 15. (11)

With the filling of engine with industrial water for the end

connections of the winding of the stator

-. 4,'
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aa - 484 (1 + 1,6450512). 0 < < 15; (12)

for the housing of stator in the zone of end connections of the

winding

.,=600 (1 + 0,717uO.52"), 0 < v < 15; (13)

for the pedestal body

\ a= 890 (I + 0,706), 0<o 7, (14)
'A =.890(1 + 2,460-36), 7 u I. (15)

.5.

'.q

C

a.,

I."
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*-"- Table 2., .(a) -:' Ic' __,, ___ _ _,,,.__ ., ,a,.e,,

KouzPcasPYe'f 3Uemfy i.acrPo~Axr" 3TC -1-O.A!uha
::'":" "" '- T P& "- /p %=

( Baemma nosepxocm arrKnuoro we.ea
z aTopa 1 12,28 13 5 -,22 -9,05

(q)loeepxuocmh pa31eAa WeEJV 3v6aim R qp-
mom craTopa 2 20,4 17.85 -255 -- 14,3

-(C epem=u 3y6ua naxera craropa 3 24,6 21,25 -3,35 -17,75
() By-rpefamn nosepxocm pacou craopa 4 30.7 - - -
(01'oeepxHocrb ,oqKH poTopa 5 31,9 - - -

I _O606ma poropa 6 31,93 - - -
(1Boa BHyTpH a= 7 24.03 21.45 -2,58 -12,7
(aflaoaR qacn. o6oTxU craropa 8 28.87 26,52 -2,35 --8.65
" jJo6o," .a qacm o6worma craropa co cTopoeuv

ocesoro yoporo Mo a 9 28.98 27.12 -1.86 -6,87
(rfBoAa sH.Tvpi aBraTe. co c-ropoam oceso-

ro ,rnopsoro nornaw 10 22.84 20,5 -2,34 -1,42
(MBarpe ,in nosepxaocm Kopaya a umoe

naxera craTopa it 10.92 - -
(MKoprryc:

oB 3oae raxema craTopa 12 i0,38 10,5 -- 0,12 -1,14
• " B 3ofe oxojoo6oeoro apocrpaa-ma

o6uorao crarropa co cropoam ocesoro
ynopsoro nomanmixa 13 15,33 14,3 -1.0 -7,0

30e ocoro , aoporo nomalmm a 14 15,82 - - -

Key: (1). Controllable/controlled/inspected elements/cells of

electric motor. (2). Nodes/units. (3). Heating. deg. (4). Results of

calculation. (5). Experimental data. (6). deg. (7). External surface

of the active iron of stator. (9). Interface between the teeth and

the yoke of stator. (10). Middle of the tooth of the package of

stator. (11). Internal surface of the bore of stator. (12). Surface

of the barrel/budy of rotor. (13). Rotor winding. (14). Water within

the slot/groove. (15). Groove part of the stator winding. (16). End

connections of the stator winding from the side of axial thrust

bearing. (17). Water within the engine from the side of axial thrust

bearing. (18). Internal surface of housing in the zone of the package

of stator. (19). Housing. (20). In the zone of the package of stator.

. . . . . . .• % % , , ', % % • % - -, -. - % - . • . . -,* - . . .* . . .
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, (21). In the zone of the near-frontal space of the stator winding

from the side of axial thrust bearing. (22). In the zone of axial

thrust bearing.

. Page 85.

The half of the peripheral speed of rotor (for the end

.* connections of winding and housing of stator) is here taken as the

determining one. For the heat-transfer coefficients in the zone of

. step bearing as that being determining half of the peripheral speed

-- of heel (m/s) is undertaken, in this case a they calculate in

* W/m2.deg.

Comparison of the results of calculating of temperatures and

experimental data (table 2) shows that heating the elements/cells c

electric motor interesting can be designed employing the proposed

.: - procedure with an accuracy sufficient for the practice. The obtaine

results confirm also the legitimacy of the proposed formulas for

calculating the parameters of equivalent thermal circuits.

-_ ',
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4DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SPOOL OF POWER TRANSFORMERS

BY THE METHOD OF MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION.

V. A. Mashkin, V. I. Bondarenko

(Zaporozhskiy machine-building institute).

The calculation of the temperature field of any spool of

transformer is reduced to the solution of the equation of the thermal

conductivity of the third kind in question together with the boundary

conditions, for assignment of which it is necessary to have available

-i k heat-transfer coefficients and temperature of oil at

concrete/specific/actual point. However, this calculation is

conjugated/combined with the great difficulties, if heat-transfer

coefficients are not known.

.-. The proposed method makes it possible to define both the

coefficients of heat transfer and temperature field of coil.

Heat distribution in the coil during the flow of its transformer

oil according to the vertical and tangential channels (Fig. la)

occurs not only due to the thermal conductivity, but also as a result

of the convective heat exchange. The thermal condition of coil and

@7i

W- .--
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oil depends on the character of the processes of heat exchange both

within each of these media and between them. These processes

individually can be described by differential equations with the

-. appropriate boundary conditions.

I.."

'42

wl '.. 4,

'4-

,.<..
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'
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Fig. 1.

Page 86.

If we assume that the temperature fields of oil and coil are

O - plane-parallel and the thermophysical properties of oil and coil do

not depend on temperature, which is possible during the small

oscillations of temperature, then differential equations will take

the following form:

for oil

S ar

r. (2)
for the coil r(3), -- 2 + , =--P, (3)

ar
(T, - Tj (4)

where p - density of oil; X,, X, - thermal conductivity respectively

* 1 . ' -; ' '  \ ' " - : ' " -- - " - ' " - " " " " " "- ' " -" v ' -' " " -" " " , " " " - , " " " " " " " "
.4 - : ,. . . , t . _ . . ' f . ,. ' i[ - . . . , . . _, _ . . . . , m % ,' , ' ' ', , ' " ' ' . " % " . % . . ; . - . . . - . . . . . . . " ' . ''
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of oil and coil; c, - heat capacity of oil; w,, w - components of

rates of motion of oil along the axes x and y; p - density of the

losses of the continuous in the coil heat sources; TW, T, -

temperature of oil and coil; q - heat-flux density.

The joint analytical solution of these differential equations is

difficult; therefore numerical solution was obtained by the method of

successive approximations on the analog unit, which consists of the

effective resistance.

The process of heat exchange, described by equation (1), was

examined separately for the vertical and tangential channels.

Uptake. During the laminar flow has =0; ±u =const. Knowing
Stn **

the average speed of the motion of oil in uptake w, and utilizing

results of work [4], we determine dependence u,=f(x) (Fig. lb). On

the height/altitude of coil we accept!L- const, with this

ar P (5)

where P - coil losses; G - consumption of oil, which takes place

through the uptakes of winding; H - height/altitude of winding.

Then equation (1) will take the form

2T = Coo(6)

or in the finite differences

- ." .4 -'
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h,

where w h - intervals between the points of the spaces,

in which the temperature of oil is determined.

Equation (7) was solved on an R-grid on the diagram, represented

in Fig. 2. The circuit parameters accordingly [2] are the following:

p, M.R R ( =

where R,; R,; R - resistances of model, analogous to the thermal

resistance of oil; R."- resistance for the assignment to power of

heat generation; Rq - resistance for the assignment of boundary

second-order conditions; m. - scale of transition from a difference

in the temperatures to a potential difference, deg/%; mR - scale of

transition from the thermal ones to the electrical resistance,

Q.W/m2 -deg; . - supply voltage, %.

Page 87.

Tangential channel. Process of heat exchange in -the tangential

channel somewhat more complicated than in the vertical. Besides the

motion of oil along the axis of channel as a result of free

convection from the lower coil to the middle of channel appears the

transverse motion of oil. Transverse convective heat transfer is

"..
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taken into consideration by the introduction of the equivalent

coefficient of thermal conductivity. Therefore for the tangential

channel, just as for the vertical, was examined one-dimensional

problem. Then equation (1) in the finite differences took the form
' ,, 21,, 2).,.-.T (T - 0)+ , (T. - r0) - (h+AJ=0. (8)

Here ,. - equivalent thermal conductivity of oil, determined

through the Prandtl numbers and Grashof [3], XX=. where

e =0,105 (GP,)°'-.

The speed of the motion of oil in the tangential channel was

accepted by an order less than in the vertical. The temperature

differential of oil on half of tangential channel was determined from

following formula [5]:

1Or ' (9)

where r - radial size/dimension of coil; s - height/altitude of

tangential channel.

Equation (8) was solved on an R-grid on the diagram, given in

Fig. 3.

As a result of solving equations (7) and (8) is obtained the
41

temperature differential between surface of coil and oil (T.-.),

which was used for determining the coefficient of the heat transfer
q

S=-- • (10)

w-3,

X'..

0- .,"OL " i i lil ii.,; i' """ ' " ' ' "" @ " "" ".. .-- "¢ ,'- ' ", , 
%

" '.". ' ' ""W ',,.',''..!.''...-'.% '.""" . ..
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(a'-a) aXb

where R.=--a-mR; R.3 = (--a)b, mR ;aXb - sizes/dimensions of rectangular

skinned wire and in insulation/isolation; R,= 2R,;R, R4 =R- + R-,;
= b b' -b fl jR

-- R-'-- mR. R.= • R =

As a result of solving equation (3) is obtained the temperature

of each turn of coil, also, on its surface, which makes it possible

to determine the temperature field of oil. the obtained temperature

of oil and coil is approximate, since it is approximately determined

WaT/x and aT/ay according to empirical formulas (5) and (9). However,

,!. . this temperature - is the initial one for the repeated solution of

equations (3) (7) and (8).

Fig. 5 compares the results of simulation (curve IU) after the

second approximation/approach with the results of the experimental

investigation of the model of the winding of transformer (curve I).

.. According to the experimental data maximum temperature is located

*nearer to the internal uptake. This is explained by the fact that in

the internal duct under the transitions between the coils the

packing, which partially close the access of oil into the tangential

channels, are established/installed. This condition was not

considered during the simulation; therefore the obtained curve was

symmetrical relative to the vertical axis of coil. However, in spite

of this, from Fig. 5 it is evident that the results with a sufficient

degree of accuracy can be obtained for two approximations/approaches.

.;,,,,],... ...,-. . .. - ., ,,.,- ,-..-,..-. -,,-* .. . ,.%, -..- *-. . .. ,., .... .. .. .. - ... .. ., ..
:= * - - , - .5. & . L 5... ,' ..4" *. ""' .'"" " " .-' "' " ."•"""""""•" -
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THE PROCEDURE OF CALCULATION OF AN ACTIVE TYPE COMPENSATED LINEAR

INDUCTION MACHINE.

N, A. I. Syusyukin..4
(Institute of electrodynamics of AS UkSSR).

In active type linear induction machines into the electrical

energy is converted kinetic energy of the flow of the liquid metal,

which moves to channel with the variable cross-sectional area. Three

cases of changing the cross-sectional area of the channel are

possible: 1) width remains constant/invariable, and height/altitude

grows/rises; 2) and height/altitude, and width simultaneously they

change along the length; 3) at the constant/invariable

height/altitude width grows/rises. The modes/conditions of the work

of machine with the constant or variable/alternating/variable slip of

liquid metal relative to the traveling wave of magnetic field are

possible.

The procedure of calculation of the idealized model of linear

machine in the mode/conditions with the constant slip during the

..:i .- .. -. . • . .--.-- . . . . ..-.. .. ........ -. .-..-..- .-..-. - -..-.. . -- . ,
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motion of liquid metal in the channel with the expanding walls is

described below. The height/altitude of channel is constant. It is

assumed that the effect of the longitudinal edge effect of the

primary circuit is completely compensated with the help of auxiliary

coils, whose currents are distributed over the surface of the

interfaces of active region/core with the end sections. The

longitudinal edge effect of secondary circuit is not considered. It

is proposed also that the lateral busmars/tires of channel are

prepared from the material with the infinite electrical conductivity.

The currents of the primary winding which creates the traveling wave

of linear current load with the constant amplitude and the

variable/alternating/variable phase speed, are distributed on entire

clearance by height/altitude 6' k6 ,6. Coefficients k8, k, consider the

effect of the serration of inductor [l]. It is considered that

working the body is selected and its parameters are known:

temperature T, electrical conductivity a, density p and the

coefficient of dynamic viscosity

The proposed methodology is intended for the check computation

of linear induction machine with variable speed of field and liquid

__ metal. In it the results of theoretical studies, published in works

(2, 5, 9] are used.

0 From the preliminary thermodynamic calculation of thermal
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they are known the liquid-metal flow rate per second through the

cross section of channel, and also the velocity at the inlet u, and

at the outlet u, from the channel. The speed of liquid metal in the

active region/core of channel is determined from the equation of

continuity for an incompressible fluid at the known inlet velocity

U(X). %, (1)

where x-x,/l - dimensionless independent variable (Olxsl), I - length

of machine; e-e.1 - dimensionless low parameter, determined from the

known inlet velocities and at the output/yield,

(2)

* Phase wave velocity of magnetic field is determined from the

C condition of the constancy of slip s:

The phase of wave *(x) is found by integration from expression

v(x)=w(dx/d*) :

*(X)- a+. . (4)

where a-a.[ - dimensionless phase factor for the case of constant

phase wave velocity of field. Pole pitch of machine changes along the

length according to the law
(.+T*. (5)

Here '--,- *- pole pitch of machine at the constant phase speed.

Width b, and height/altitude A of channel are chosen from the

condition of small hydraulic wall-friction loss of channel. The

I#. _ . ,. . . . .. .'o ..-. . . . . - -¢ .. . .. ./
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optimum relationship/ratio of width and height/altitude with the

minimum of hydraulic losses and the maximum factor of power cos o is

located in the number domain k-(b /A)-3-4.

Page 90.

Choosing relationship/ratio k over the known cross section at

entrance F,-G/pu1 , we determine the height/altitude of the channel

in this case width it changes according to the linear law:

.x (7)

0 Desirable also that the height/altitude of clearance would not

exceed third of pole pitch. The wall thickness of channel is

calculated from the required mechanical strength with the given one

of pressure in the channel. The thickness of thermal insulation is

chosen from the calculation of the minimum heat losses to the walls.

The length of machine preliminarily is determined from the

condition that the conducted/supplied primary power P, is

expended/consumed on covering of hydraulic power losses to friction

against the walls of channel and to electromagnetic power P.,

generated in the channel of the machine:

PI .(8)
P3 . + OT

then it is more precisely formulated according to the condition of
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packing code at the length of the inductor of the integer of

wavelengths (*(l)-2rp)
= 2rp( +0.5) (9)

It is here accepted

P u.o.5G (u - 4, (10)
P' " ano ,s5+ +. +D), (11)

PIPdUPN.O{ + A.02+ ]} (12)

where 4(1+a) b1 (I.) * (12)

D M3-6R2(I +s)+ R. (2-s)

doe. (I + Ow - ; (13)

W 6A, ,. (14)

R,, - magnetic Reynolds number,

R.

X - coefficient of friction of liquid metal against the walls of

channel. Remaining designations are conventional.

For the purpose simplicities of the recording of formula for the

integral relationships/ratios of machine are given for the low values

of e. Linear current load is determined by the assigned amplitude of

induction Ba in the center of the clearance:

A,, m- 2 ' Y~pqn(16)

where-.% - modulus/module of the expression

q ~ n -coma 8 (I + jR ,4 P 0 ( l )

.4"" " " - ' ' " "' """.€"" " €" ",""" " "" " " 4" " • " "'. .
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For calculating the three-phase winding, which creates in the

clearance the wave of magnetic field with the

variable/dlternating/variable phase speed, the methods, used during

the construction of the usual windings of linear machines with the

constant velocity of field, they are unsuitable. In work [8] is in

detail presented the method of engineering an m-phase winding for

case of q-1 under the law of induction change assigned in general

form in the clearance. Are given conditions for calculating the

length of current zones in the case of constant phase displacement

between the adjacent current zones, conditions are derived/concluded,

with which the current and voltage in the phases of winding are

symnetrical. One of the methods of engineering the single-phase

winding with variable/alternating/variable phase wave velocity of

field is presented in works E3, 4, 9].

Let us consider a special case of engineering the three-phase

winding of inductor with the constant amplitude of linear current

load. Spools are wound around the yoke and are fed by the balanced

system of currents. The amplitude of phase currents preliminarily can

be computed according to the usual formula

I(18

where
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WU r- (19)

At variable/alternating/variable phase wave velocity of magnetic

field (3) pole pitch (5) and-toothlike space of machine change along

the length:

S W(20)

where q-2 - number of pole slots and phase; m-3 - number of phases.

from the condition of the constancy of the amplitude of linear

current load at the length of each current zone, equal to toothlike

space,

As =--'T (21)

let us find the law of a change in the number of turns along the

inductor:
W (X +." (22)

Let in the real inductor the currents of winding be

discrete/digital currents. It is necessary to determine the

coordinates of beginning and end of the current zones. With q~l it is

possible to utilize either a condition of the equality of the lengths

of current zones (t -comt) in each phase band or a condition of the

,. constancy of phase displacement (A*-const) of adjacent current zones

[ro, 81.

Let us decompose the length of inductor on 2pm phase bands on 60
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electrical degrees in each. According to the known law of a change in

phase (4) from the condition

cos(xh m (23)
in the formula

t* " T L k , 1. 2. ... , 2pm (24)

the coordinate of the ends of each phase band is located. With q-2

the missing coordinate within the phase band can be determined, if

one assumes that the magnetic flux of each phase band is distributed

equally between the current zones. From this condition from the

formula
X.-+1 + (X 1 + X...,+ X+) +O 52'(- + 20) (25)

let us find the missing coordinate. Here x.,, x.4. - beginning and the

end of each phase band; n takes values of n-1, 3, 5, .... (Z-l), where

Z-2pmq - number of teeth.

Page 92.

After substituting the length of each current zone (toothlike space)
tg - X -- .j (26)

into expression (22), let us find the number of turns in each current

zone, which corresponds to one spool:

Total number of turns of the winding of one inductor

C.6&L I ~ ,~, & " '
* * ** '
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The sizes/dimensions of tooth, slot/groove and yoke of magnetic

circuit are calculated from the usual formulas of electrical machines

[7]. The effective resistance of the winding of the inductor

WX6 (29)
where 1. - average/mean length of the turn (it is calculated after

%1 the determination of the geometric dimensions of inductor); 0, qL -

conductivity and the section of copper conductor. The calculation of

induced drag of scattering the spools, wound around the yoke,

requires supplementary special investigations. However, resistance of

scattering approximately can be taken into account by certain

coefficient of scattering during the calculation of induced drag of

the phase:
x am(I + 2xfL4--(I + or 2np, I 1, +1) -, ,p 1. (30)

where a, - coefficient of scattering, L, - average/mean equivalent

phase inductance in the mode/conditions with the balanced system of

currents (11].

Amplitude and phase of the compensating currents is determined

-L from the expressions

I- [Rn I I + + i +1. (31)

",(+A JR. (-+ V,+i4S(I 97 (32)

Indices 1 and 2 designate beginning and end of the inductor

respectively.
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A number of turns of one bucking coil is found from the

condition of the equality of magnetizing force of bucking coil and

magnetizing force of winding [I1:

,,.2 = U - (33)

Mechanical p,,.complete (apparent) S, reactive/jet Q powers and

electromagnetic force F,.which acts on the liquid metal, are

determined from the formulas
(-1 + c, + O , (34)

P. -S)P; I - ([ +4o- + 21

Q = - - 1- $ --0,5+ - 2 2R (I+ 4 -3R .) (35)

S - V. +Q- (36)

where + {R2- C (37)

Irma- F4 R. (38)

Page 93.

Electrical efficiency of the machine

7-

where PZU P, d + Pff + l'W + P.U + pr'. (40)

First term in expression (40) indicates electrical losses in the

liquid metal

I - - * 'I/. ~ - - - b -
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the second -loss in the conducting walls of channel [2],

PCT 2 (Is)I"4, (42)

where a,, and A, - conductivity and wall thickness. Elect~ical losses

in primary winding p,,,, losses in bucking coils pmkk and in the iron

4 of inductor p7. are calculated from the usual formulas of electrical

machines [7].

Complete efficiency taking into account the hydraulic losses

PZU != PP(43)

where the hydraulic duct losses due to the expanding. geometry are

computed according to following empirical formula [61:

p- pAb j. sin e. (44)

Power factor can be counted in the formula

4p P.(5
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